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Abstract 
Let F + E -+ B be a fibration with B a simply connected finite type CW complex. In this 
paper we consider the relations between the category of E and the growth and the grade of the 
homology of F as a module over the loop space homology of B. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 55P62, 55P50 
Let F + E 3 B be a fibration over a simply connected finite type CW complex 
B. The homology H,(F) of the fibre F is a module over the loop space homology 
H,(QB). In [9], Halperin, Thomas and the second author prove that if H,(F;R) and 
H,(QB; R) are R-free (R is a principal ideal domain), then the grade of H,(F; R) as a 
module over H,(QB; R) is a lower bound for the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of 
the map p and thus for the category of the space E. In particular, 
Theorem 1 (Felix et al. [9]). cut E 2 gradeH*(oB;B;Q)H*(F; CD). 
The purpose of this text is to improve this theorem and to use it to obtain some 
general results on fibrations. 
Denote by LX = n,(M) @ Q the graded rational homotopy Lie algebra of a simply 
connected space X. We first have: 
Theorem 2. Let F --+ E 2 B be a Jibration as above. Suppose that LB contains an 
ideal I of finite codimension acting trivially on H,(F; CD), then 
(l) gadeH.(QB;Q) H,(F; CD) 2 resid.depth H,(QB; 42). 
(2) If moreover Z is a FPm(Q)-Lie algebra, then we have 
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(3) Zf moreover H,(F; 62) is a finitely generated H,(QB; Q)-module, then, 
grade,,CoB2B;QjH*(F; Q) = depth K(sZB; Q) - growth,*(,;o+(F; Q). 
Remark. (1) If the rational cohomology algebra H*(F; Q) is noetherian, then LB con- 
tains a finite-codimensional ideal Z that acts trivially on H,(F; Q) (see Proposition 3). 
(2) Another example is given by the pullback of a fibration over a rational elliptic 
space B’, along a map f : B --+ B’ such that n,(f) 8 Q is surjective. In this case, we 
have cat& 2 resid. cats(B) (see Proposition 4). 
It is clear from [9] that the finiteness of the category of p implies the finiteness of 
the grade of H,(F; Q). The converse is clearly not true. The following theorem gives 
an example of a general situation where the grade is finite without any hypothesis on 
the category of all the involved spaces and maps. 
Theorem 3. Let F + E 5 B be a Bbration over a simply connected finite type CW 
complex. We suppose that E has the form E 2 X U, 8, in such a way that the 
projection E + E/X g S” induces a surjective map in rational homology. In this 
case, the grade of H,(F; Q), as a H,(QB; Q)-module, is always jinite. 
Our last result is a variant of Theorem 1 and concerns the structure of the rational 
homotopy long exact sequence in a fibration. 
Theorem 4. Let F + E 3 B be a fibration of simply connected spaces with jinite 
Betti numbers. We suppose that n*(p) 8 Q is a surjective map. In this case, LB 
H*(oFF;Q) naturally acts on Tar* (3 . Q Q) There exists then integers r and g with r + g 5 
cat p. such that 
Ext~*(,;Q)(TO~‘~F’F;“‘(Q, Q),H,(QB; Q)) # 0. 
1. Preliminaries 
We here explain the different notions used in our theorems. Throughout this text we 
work over the field Q of rational numbers so that @Q, Homo(., -) and H*(X; Q) are 
denoted, respectively, by 8, Hom(+, e) and H*(X). 
Graded algebras and graded Lie algebras are supposed to be connected and of finite 
type. An associative graded algebra A is connected if A0 = Q and a graded Lie algebra 
L is connected if LO = 0. 
Modules over a graded Lie algebra L are modules over their enveloping algebras UL 
and are by definition graded. If L is a Lie algebra and Z is an ideal in L, an L/Z-module 
is an L-module which is trivial when restricted to I. 
If M,N are modules over a graded algebra A, then 
HomA(M,N) = {HomA(M,N)‘}iEz 
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is the graded Q-vector space whose ith component HomA(M,N)’ consists of the Q- 
linear maps sending M, to N+. The corresponding derived flmctors Extz = {Ext:‘}i,z 
also take values in graded Q-vector spaces. 
The grade of a module M is the least m (or 00) such that Ext’J(M,A) # 0. The 
depth of A is the least m (or co) such that Ext’J(Q,A) # 0. 
If L is a graded Lie algebra and Z a graded ideal, then [5, Lemma 3.11 
depth UZ I depth UL. 
We define the residual depth of L by the formula 
resid.depth UL = min depth UZ,, 
n 
where Z,, is the ideal Lz,,. 
A graded vector space V = G+oV, has polynomial growth r, pg(V) = r, if there 
exists constants c and d, 0 < c < d, such that 
cn’ 5 c dimK 5 dn’, n >> no. 
r<n 
The growth of a A-module M, growthA is by definition the supremum of the 
polynomial growth of its finitely generated submodules. 
In analogy with [2, Ch. VIII], an ZJP”(Q)-Lie algebra is a Lie algebra L over Q 
such that Q has a projective UL-resolution in which each term is a finitely generated 
UL-module. 
The rational category of a space X, catox, is the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of 
its rationalization [3]. The rational residual category of X, resid. cat&, is the minimum 
of the rational category of the n-connected covers Xl,1 of X. 
Finally, a simply connected space X is called a rational elliptic space if its ratio- 
nal homotopy LX = x*(szX) 8 Q and its rational cohomology Z-Z*@; Q) are finite- 
dimensional vector spaces. 
2. Almost trivial actions and growth 
Theorem 2 is a generalization of the following proposition (not published) of Felix, 
Halperin and Thomas. 
Proposition 1. Let F -+ E + B be a jbration with B a rational elliptic space, then 
The second inequality is an equality if H,(F) is a finitely generated H,(QB)-module. 
Proof. If L is a finite-dimensional graded connected Lie algebra and M is a graded 
L-module, then we have [7, Lemma 4.31 
grade,M 2 depth UL - growth,M, 
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where the inequality becomes an equality when M is a finitely generated L-module [7, 
Theorem 3.11. 
If B is a rational elliptic space, then LB is a finite-dimensional graded connected Lie 
algebra and H,(QB) is its enveloping algebra. Proposition 1 results then clearly. 0 
This proposition gives interesting information on the growth of the homology of the 
Postnikov fibres of a finite CW complex X. Denote by fn : X -+ Xc,) the nth Postnikov 
tower of X. The homotopy fibre of fn, J&l, is called the nth Postnikov fibre of X. By 
the Milnor-Moore Theorem, we have 
H*(G?&& Q) c U7c*(swr,,)) @ Q. 
Proposition 2 follows now directly from Proposition 1 and the equality [4, Pro- 
position 3.21 
depth H*(QJ&)) = c rank Q~+~(-V. 
2i+19 
Proposition 2. Putting d, = &+l<n rank 7t2,+i(X). we have - 
d, - cat X 5 growth H&$,1) I d,. 
The proof of Theorem 2 depends on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let L be a graded connected Lie algebra over Q and Z be an ideal such 
that dim (L/Z) < 00. Then, for every (L/Z)-module M, we have 
grade,M 2 resid.depth UL. 
Lemma 2. Let L be a graded connected Lie algebra over Q and Z be an ideal which 
is an FPm(Q)-Lie algebra such that dim(L/Z) < 00. Then 
(a) depth UL = depth U(L/Z) + depth UZ. 
(b) For every (L/Z)-module M, we have 
grade,(M) = grade U(L/r)(M) + depth UZ 
Proof of Theorem 2. Part (1) results from Lemma 1. For the second part, we consider 
the following sequence of inequalities: 
gradeH*(&&(F) = gradeu~,,&f4F) + depth u (Lemma 2) 
= gradeucLBir,H*(F) + depth H,(QB) - depth U(WI) 
(Lemma 2) 
2 depth H*(QB) - growthUcL,,ljH*(F) (Proposition 1) 
= depth H,(QB) - growthHsCQBjH,(F). 
In the case H,(F) is a finitely generated H,(QB)-module, the two inequalities become 
equalities. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 1. We consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated to 
the (L/Z)-module M 
E2p” = Ext&&M, Ext;r(Q, UL)) + Ext;p(M, UL). 
AS Ext&(Q, UL) g Ext&(Q, UZ)&U(L/Z), where 61 means complete tensor product, 
E2pff = 0 for q < resid.depth UL. This implies the result. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2. Once again we consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
associated to the (L/Z)-module M, 
EFq = ExtP,,,,I,(M,Extg,(Q, UL)) =+ Ext;p(M, UL). 
As Z is an FP”(Q)-Lie algebra, each vector space Ext&(Q, UZ) is finite dimensional, 
so that the complete tensor product reduces to the usual tensor product and we have 
an isomotphism 
Ext&(Q, UL) 2 ExtQ,(Q UZ) @ U(L,‘Z). 
By [5, Lemma 3.51, this is in fact an isomorphism of U(L/Z) right modules when we 
put on Ext&(Q, UZ) @ U(L/Z) the right U(L/Z)-module structure given by the right 
multiplication in U(L/Z). 
This property with the fact that Ext”,(Q, UZ) is finite-dimensional implies that we 
have an isomorphism 
E2p” g Ext&&%4, U(L/Z)) &I Ext&(Q, UZ). 
Therefore, E2p” = 0 for p < gradeu(L,rJ M or q < depth UZ. A corner spectral 
sequence argument shows then that Ekq is nonzero for p = gradeu(&4 and q = 
depth UZ. This gives part (b) of the lemma. Part (a) is the particular case M = Q. 
0 
Proposition 3. Let F + E + B be a jbration. We suppose that B is simply connected 
with jinite Betti numbers and that H*(F) is a noetherian algebra. Then LB contains 
an ideal Z of jinite codimension that acts trivially on H,(F). 
Proof. As a coalgebra, H,(F) has only a finite number of linearly independant primi- 
tive elements, Denote by n the maximal degree of primitive elements of H,(F). 
Recall that the holonomy operation 
rp : fL(W EG H,(F) --+ H,(F) 
is a coalgebra map. Let u be a primitive element of H,(QB) of degree greater than n. 
We prove by induction on the degree of x E H,(F) that cp(cx 18 x) = 0. Suppose that 
cp(a @ H,,(F)) = 0 and take x E H,(F). As d~(a 63~) = (cp 63 (p)d(x @x), cp(a @3x> 
is a primitive element and is therefore zero. 
We define Z to be the ideal generated by the elements of LB of degree greater 
than n. 0 
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Proposition 4. Let F + E 3 B be aJibration over a simply connected finite type CW 
complex, that is the pullback of a jibration F -+ E’ --) B’ along a map f : B + B’. 
We suppose that zn,( f ) 8 62 is surjective and n,(B’) 8 Q is jinite dimensional, Then 
cab(E) > resid. cats(B). 
Remark. A fibration F --f E 2 B such that dim z,(F) @ Q is finite dimensional 
has always the rational homotopy type of a fibration that satisfies the hypothesis of 
Proposition 4. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Denote by j : Ff + B the homotopy fibre off. The fibration 
obtained by pullback p along j is trivial and we have a commutative diagram 
FfXF-+E 
4 1 1 P 
Ff LB 
Denote by s a section of q. As p o i o s = f 0 q o s = f, z,(p o i o s) @ 62 is injective 
and therefore n*(i o s) @ Q is also injective, so that, by the mapping theorem [3], 
cat(Ff) < cat E. On the other hand, since n,(B’) @ Q is finite dimensional, we have 
resid. cah(Ff) = resid. catc(B). 0 
Remark. (1) In Theorem 2, we can replace the assumption “1 is a FP03(Q)-Lie alge- 
bra” by “UI is a Gorenstein algebra”, with the same conclusions. 
(2) It is absolutely necessary to put some hypothesis on the ideal Z in Lemma 2. 
Consider for instance the extension 
O+I+L+LjI+Q, L = UY) 
where Z is the ideal generated by x, with x and y in degree 2. We have 
depth UI = depth UL = depth U(L/I) = 1. 
Example. Let F + E --f B be a fibration with B simply connected. Suppose that E is 
a rational co-H-space and that LB contains a finite codimensional ideal acting trivially 
on H,(F). 
In this case, either the residual depth of H,(G?B) is zero and z,(B) @ Q is finite 
dimensional, or else the residual depth of H,(QB) is one and H,(QB) contains a tensor 
algebra on two generators [8]. 
The first case appears for instance in the homotopy fibration associated to the pro- 
jection Sz V Sb -i S,3 
v S3f2n -+S3VS3~S3. 
IQ0 
The second case appears for instance in the 3-cover of S3 V S3 
K(Z,2) x K(E,2) + (9 v S3)(3) + s3 v s3. 
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3. The Adams-Hilton model for C,(F) 
Let F + E 3 B be a fibration. We suppose that E and B are l-connected spaces 
with finite Betti numbers. Denote by 
(T(V)>4 - (T(W)>4 
$1 1 
% 
C,(QE) ‘,(np! CSQB) 
an Adams-Hilton model for C,(Qp). This is a diagram which is homotopy commuta- 
tive and II/ and 8 induce isomorphisms in homology. 
As described in [l] there exists then a (T( V),d)-differential module of the form 
(T(V) @ (Q CE SOD) 
such that 
(1) The sequence 
(T(V) @ ‘L&d) ---f (T(V) @ (Q @ST’),@ -+ ((Q’ @ W,@ 
is a model of the fibration 
C,(OE) + C,(PE) 4 C,(E). 
(2) D(su) - IJ @ 1 E T+(V) @ (Q’ @ sV). 
The (T(W), d)-differential module 
(T(w) @ (Q @ sV),D) kf (T(W),4 @(T(v),~) (T(V) @ (Q @ sV),D) 
is then a (T( W),d)-differential model for C,(F). [lo]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. In [l] The construction of the Adams-Hilton’s model of a CW 
complex is by induction on the cellular structure of the space. 
Suppose thus that E =X U, e” and denote by 
+1 : VW,4 + G(Q*), 
a quasi-isomorphism. The attaching map cp : S”-’ + X gives by adjunction an element 
in n&QX) and by the Hurewicz map an homology class a in &-2(M). Let a E 
T(R),_2 be a cycle with [)(/l(a)] = a. The map $1 extends to a quasi-isomorphism 
Ic/ : (T(R @ Qx),d) + C,(QE), 
with d(x) = a, 1x1 = n - 1. 
The inductive principle of the construction of the differential module 
(T(R @ Qx) @ (Q @ SR @ sx),D) 
shows that D(sR) c T(R) $3 (Q @ sR). 
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As the quotient map H,,(E) --) H,,(E/X) 2 H,,(P) is smjective, we have 
D(sx) c T+(R $ Qx) ~3 (Q @ sR). 
We then have a map of (T(W), d)-differential modules 
p:(M,b)+(T(W),d), where @f,fi)=(T(W)~%(Q@sR@sx),D), 
which is defined by ,u(&P CD sR) = 0 and ,U(SX) = 1. This map p induces a nonzero 
element in the cohomology of the complex 
Hom(rcw,,&M,@, (T( 6 d)). 
Recall that (A&o) is a semi-free (T(W), &-differential module, so that 
H*(Honq~cw,,d,((M,D),(T(W),d))) g Extc,(szB)(C*(E;),C*(S2B)). 
The convergence of the Moore spectral sequence 
ExtH,(~~,(H*(F),H+(s2B)) =+ Extc,(o~)(C#‘), G(s=)) 
implies now that the grade of H,(F) is finite. 0 
4. Theorem 4 
Theorem 4. Let F + E 3 B be a jibration consisting of simply connected spaces 
with jinite Betti numbers. If z*(p) 8 Q is surjective, then there exists integers r and 
q with r + q 5 cat p, such that 
Ex%.(,)(To~(~~)VQ, Q ,K(W) # 0. 
Proof. We have first to recall the definition of the Quillen filtered model of a l- 
connected space X [13]. The Quillen filtered model of X is a model of X of the 
form 
@(US) 
such that 
(1) V is bigraded, V = @rzo,g,,, Vr,,,; q is the usual degree and p is called the - 
filtration degree. 
(2) D = dl + dz + d3 + . . . with d, : V,, --+ (L(V)),_,,_l, 
(3) H(k(V),di) = Ho,&(V),di), 
(4) ([L(V), dl ) is minimal. 
In fact, (R(V), dl ) is a (bigraded) minimal model of the differential Lie algebra 
(LX, 0) and the filtered model of X is a perturbation of the bigraded model. 
We denote by (L(V), D) and (lL( IV), D) Quillen filtered models, respectively for E 
and B. 
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Suppose cat p = m. In [12], Lemaire shows that cat p 5 m if and only if the map 
p admits a Quillen model of the form i o i 
(L(V),D) -% (R(W’),D) A ([L(W),D), where W’ = W,,,,. 
We now take the enveloping algebra of i 
s”; (T(V,D) - (TV’),D). 
In particular, (T(V), dt ) and (T( IV), dt ) are, respectively, quasi-isomorphic as differ- 
ential graded algebras to (ULB,O) and (ULE,O). 
On the other hand, there exists bigraded differential modules 
(T(I’)@((Q@sI’),dl) and (T(W’)@((a@sW’),dt) 
quasi-isomorphic to (a,O) and where dt(.sx) - x @ 1 E T+(e) 63 (e) for x in V or in 
W’. It is now easy by induction on the filtration degree to perturb the differentials dl 
to obtain filtered differential modules 
(TtV @J (Q CB sV),D) and (T( W’) 8 (Cl $ sW’),D), 
that are, respectively, (T( V),D) and (T( W’),D) differential modules. The map g nat- 
urally extends into a morphism of differential modules 
Recall now that (T( W),D) is, via the map i o g, a (T( V),D)-differential module. We 
Put 
e = (T(W),D) ~3~ G : (A,@ -+ (I?,@, 
where (A,~)=(T(W)@(Q@ssV),~), and (B,b)=(T(W)@((Q$sW’),b). 
In fact i o 8 is homotopic to a map h : (T( V),D) + (T( W),D) that preserves the 
filtrations 
4 v,,* ) c z-t W)<s,* * 
We have thus two structures of (T( V),D)-modules on (T( W),D). As the maps i o lj 
and h are homotopic, (A,b) is quasi-isomorphic as (T( W),D)-differential module to 
(CD) = (T(W),D) @(T(V),D) (T(V) @ (Q e+ sV,D)), 
where (T( W),D) is considered as an (T( V),D)-module via h. This isomorphism com- 
posed with (? gives a map of differential modules 
G : (C,D) - (B,b). 
We remark that the differentials b in (C, 0) and in (B,b) preserve the filtration degree. 
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As (T(V) @ (Q $sV), dt ) is a free resolution of Q as (T(Y), dt )-differential module, 
we have an isomorphism 
H,(T(W) 8 (Q @sV),dl) % Tor,uL”(UL,,Q). 
Since n*(p) @ Q is smjective, we have a second isomorphism 
Torp( ULB, 0) %’ Torp(Q, Q). 
On the other hand, the graded vector spaces s Y and s W are, respectively, isomorphic 
to TorULE(Q,Q) and Torp(Q,Q). The map k?‘4 : (SF’), -+ (SW), coincides via these 
isomo$hisms with 
To~(oP;“)(Qp, QJ) : Torp(Q, Q) + Torp(Q, Q). 
We filter the differential modules (CD,) and (B,B), respectively, by the filtration 
degrees in (Q @ sV) and (Q @ SW’). The map 6 can be written 
G= 2 G,, 
S=-CC 
G : (a cl+ sV)r,* + T(W) @ (a CT3 sw’)I+$*. 
Denote by so the greatest integer s such that es0 # 0, and by 1 the greatest integer 
such that 
68, : (Q a3 sV)r,* + T(W) c3 (Q cl3 sw’)l+so,* 
is nonzero. Both integers exist because by definition of W’, (Q@s W’),, = 0 if n > m. 
For sake of simplicity, we put H = H(T( W),dl) !S ULB = H,(sZB; CD). We define 
a map 
cp : (H @ (Q @sJ’-),dl) + H @ (Q @sW)r+so,* 
by 
cp(Q CD w,* = 0, r # 1 and 40 = G, on (Q @sV)r,*. 
The morphism cp is a cocycle and defines a cohomology class in 
H’(Hom&H @ (Q @ sV,dt),H @9 (Q @sW)~+~~,*). 
Now we recall that there is a Kunneth spectral sequence [ 14, Theorem 1 l-341, con- 
verging to the previous cohomology whose E2 term is 
E;q = Ex&(Hq(H ~3 (Q CB sV),dl),H ~3 (Cl CD sW)l+s,,,*) 
g ExG~(~.s;a;p)(T~f *(~~“‘(a,a),H,(~~;~)~(Q$sW)r+,,,) 
Suppose that E;‘q for r + q < m, then cp is a coboundary. We can therefore modify 
recursively G so that 
G = G-1 + 6-z + * *. 
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As Tor~(op;“)(Q,Q) ’ - is styective, Go : (sV)l + (sW)l is smjective, so that it is 
impossible to perturb 6 in order to have 6 = G-i + G-2 + . . . . q 
5. Problems and examples 
Example 1. Let L be a graded connected finite-type Lie algebra and M be a graded 
finite-type L-module with A4 = A42 1. There exists then a fibration F + E + B with 
(a) H,(QB) G! UL, l?,(F) 2 M; 
(b) The holonomy operation of H,(QB) on f?,(F) coincides with the L-structure 
of M; 
(c) F has the rational homotopy type of a suspension. 
The fibration is in fact the geometric realization of the Sullivan K.S. extension [ 1 l] 
C*(L) + (C*(L) C3 (Q @ Hom(M, Q)),D) + (Q $ Hom(M, Q),d), 
where the two first terms are the Koszul cochain algebras of L and of L with coefficients 
in M. 
For instance, let L = U.(a,b), Ial = lb1 = 2 and M = Q[x].u, ax’u = x’+~u, 
bx’u = 0, IuJ = 3, 1x1 = 2. 
The corresponding fibration has the form 
E = s,’ v sb” v sia k&J,] e6 “1[~,,4,bl e8 “~[[~,,44,b1 e 10 u . . . 
In this example, we have 
cat E = 2, grade,*(o&l,(F) = depth &(QB) = 1, 
growth,*(o+(F) = 1. 
Example 2. The grade and the depth seem to be unstable invariants. We consider the 
case where L is the quotient of the free Lie algebra on four generators a, b, c,d of 
degree 2 by the relations 
Lb, 4, [c, 4, [b, cl + 4a, b], I E Cl. 
This Lie algebra admits a filtration such that the graded associated Lie algebra gr(L) 
is a free product of two Lie algebras. 
When A= 0, depth UL = 1, when 3, # 0, then depth UL = 2. 
Example 3. Denote by F the homotopy fibre of the pinching map 
p : S” CJ, en+’ -+ S’+’ =X 
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with coefficients in Z, we have 
Z-Z*(OX; Z) = Z[x], 1x1 = Iz, 
H*(F;Z) = zg @ @].a, IpI = 0, [al = n, x.B = p.m. 
The grade of ZZ,(F; Z) is zero. 
Example 4. Let F be the homotopy fibre of the inclusion X --t X V S3, with X the 
product of m copies of S3. 
H*(sz(X v 9; Q)) = A II T(x), (XI = 2, A = H*(QX; a) 
and 
z-z*(F; a) = A II T(x)/Z, 
where Z is the right ideal generated by A+. 
An easy computation shows that 
grade H,(F; Q) = cat (S3 VX) = m. 
Problem 1. We do not know if there exists an extension of Lie algebras 
0 4 z + L + LIZ --) 0, 
with depth UL >depth U(L/Z)+depth UZ. 
Problem 2. Let X be a simply connected finite CW complex. Construct a graded vector 
space V of finite polynomial growth and an injective representation 
LX + End(V). 
Problem 3. In a fibration, the adjoint representation associated to the holonomy action 
is a map of Lie algebras 
y : LB + Der H*(F). 
This action is related to the classifying map B -+ BautF of the fibration. What kind of 
general property does the finiteness of the category of p imply concerning y and the 
classifying map? 
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